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Hello Family and Friends: 

Has been crazy of late working long hours, but it is… 

...another Sunday... 

...and... 

...some Stuff that Seemed Interesting at the Time... 

All the best… 

Don 
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REMINDER ON DONTURNER.WORDPRESS.COM STUFF 

Folks, as I’ve mentioned before, “Stuff” now sits up every Sunday – give or take - at the 
following URL: 

http://donturner.wordpress.com/  

Typically “out there” by noon on Sundays – sometimes earlier, sometimes later. 

http://donturner.wordpress.com/
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Presently, I send out a blind cc from one of my gmail accounts to notify folks – but this often 
gets “kicked out” as potential SPAM by some of the Corporate and AOL filters.  That is the 
reason I don’t send it from my primary account. 

Therefore, though I will continue to send a “bcc” to folks on my mailing list over time I would 
suggest you simply check that site for the latest or learn how to establish a RSS feed. 

SHAME ON YOU AMERICA STUFF 

Shame on you Barack Hussein Obama – knowing you are unqualified to lead the greatest 
country on the planet.  Yet, through arrogant pride and the realization that “hype” can get you 
elected you are willing to risk the integrity, security, and future of our country.  Realizing that 
you are trampling the great foundation of this country, you are willing to sacrifice that 
foundation by replacing it with the most socialist agenda of a new government since the fall of 
the Soviet Union.  Shame on you. 

Shame on you John McCain – knowing that you are not just running for President but running 
against the greatest risk to our way of life since the King of England thought we should continue 
reporting to a monarchy.  Knowing this, you are running a bland campaign and not calling 
Barack Hussein Obama what he is – a liberal rock star whom Hollywood is promoting as a great 
actor perfect for the part – you refuse to “call him out.”  Shame on you. 

Shame on you Hollywood – ignorant of the fact that in your laissez faire attitude of “anything 
goes, nothing is wrong” you are leading America down the path of a moral and ethical abyss.  
Shame on you. 

Shame on you young Americans – ignoring the supposedly analytical thinking you were taught 
in college you have ignored all the facts in your altruistic pursuit of attending a four-year rock 
concert while dancing the “Hussein Hustle.”  Shame on you. 

Shame on you media – blinded by your hatred of George W. Bush, a man you can’t bully 
because he actually has a moral fortitude that your last “anointed” couldn’t spell much less 
exhibit, you are an embarrassingly extension of the Barack Hussein Obama campaign.  Shame 
on you. 

FOOLING ALL THE PEOPLE STUFF 

Do Facts Matter?  

by Thomas Sowell  

Abraham Lincoln said, "You can fool all the people some of the time and some of the people all 
the time, but you can't fool all the people all the time."  

Unfortunately, the future of this country, as well as the fate of the Western world, depends on 
how many people can be fooled on Election Day, just a few weeks from now.  

Right now, the polls indicate that a whole lot of the people are being fooled a whole lot of the 
time.  
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The current financial bailout crisis has propelled Barack Obama back into a substantial lead over 
John McCain-- which is astonishing in view of which man and which party has had the most to 
do with bringing on this crisis.  

It raises the question: Do facts matter? Or is Obama's rhetoric and the media's spin enough to 
make facts irrelevant?  

Fact Number One: It was liberal Democrats, led by Senator Christopher Dodd and Congressman 
Barney Frank, who for years-- including the present year-- denied that Fannie Mae and Freddie 
Mac were taking big risks that could lead to a financial crisis.  

It was Senator Dodd, Congressman Frank and other liberal Democrats who for years refused 
requests from the Bush administration to set up an agency to regulate Fannie Mae and Freddie 
Mac.  

It was liberal Democrats, again led by Dodd and Frank, who for years pushed for Fannie Mae 
and Freddie Mac to go even further in promoting subprime mortgage loans, which are at the 
heart of today's financial crisis.  

Alan Greenspan warned them four years ago. So did the Chairman of the Council of Economic 
Advisers to the President. So did Bush's Secretary of the Treasury, five years ago.  

Yet, today, what are we hearing? That it was the Bush administration "right-wing ideology" of 
"de-regulation" that set the stage for the financial crisis. Do facts matter?  

We also hear that it is the free market that is to blame. But the facts show that it was the 
government that pressured financial institutions in general to lend to subprime borrowers, with 
such things as the Community Reinvestment Act and, later, threats of legal action by then 
Attorney General Janet Reno if the feds did not like the statistics on who was getting loans and 
who wasn't.  

Is that the free market? Or do facts not matter?  

Then there is the question of being against the "greed" of CEOs and for "the people." Franklin 
Raines made $90 million while he was head of Fannie Mae and mismanaging that institution 
into crisis.  

Who in Congress defended Franklin Raines? Liberal Democrats, including Maxine Waters and 
the Congressional Black Caucus, at least one of whom referred to the "lynching" of Raines, as if 
it was racist to hold him to the same standard as white CEOs.  

Even after he was deposed as head of Fannie Mae, Franklin Raines was consulted this year by 
the Obama campaign for his advice on housing!  

The Washington Post criticized the McCain campaign for calling Raines an adviser to Obama, 
even though that fact was reported in the Washington Post itself on July 16th. The technicality 
and the spin here is that Raines is not officially listed as an adviser. But someone who advises is 
an adviser, whether or not his name appears on a letterhead.  

The tie between Barack Obama and Franklin Raines is not all one-way. Obama has been the 
second-largest recipient of Fannie Mae's financial contributions, right after Senator Christopher 
Dodd.  

But ties between Obama and Raines? Not if you read the mainstream media.  
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Facts don't matter much politically if they are not reported.  

The media alone are not alone in keeping the facts from the public. Republicans, for reasons 
unknown, don't seem to know what it is to counter-attack. They deserve to lose.  

But the country does not deserve to be put in the hands of a glib and cocky know-it-all, who has 
accomplished absolutely nothing beyond the advancement of his own career with rhetoric, and 
who has for years allied himself with a succession of people who have openly expressed their 
hatred of America. 

THE BORROWER IS THE SERVENT TO THE LENDER STUFF 

Sorry to bring up facts and reality in an election dominated by sound bites, but t’is what I do. 

… 

The biggest concern of the Congress and the Bush Administration during the current financial 
crisis is to save the investments of the Chinese, the Japanese, the Saudis and other foreigners. 
Undersecretary of the Treasury, David McCormich actually called foreign investors to assure 
them that bonds issued to them by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac would be honored before the 
government took over those mortgage companies. When the government took over the two 
firms, the American stock holders including those with preferred shares, lost all their money. 
Meanwhile the Japanese, Chinese and Saudis got every dime they had invested in those 
institutions guaranteed for repayment. That has been repeated in virtually every government 
takeover this year, including that of Washington Mutual. 

 Why? The trade imbalance is so great because of imports from China and oil from the Middle 
East, that the only way to attract dollarsback to the USA is to borrow them. The reality is that 
the Iraq war debt along with most of the funds to bail out Wall Street is money borrowed from 
the dictators of China and the Islamic royalty of Saudi Arabia. Without money borrowed from 
them, the Treasury would have to print huge sums of money and cause such inflation that our 
economy would collapse. 

 This problem would not exist if the Democrats had allowed drilling for oil and expanded coal 
mining here at home. In North America, we have more energy reserves than do the Saudis. It is 
just that liberals and environmentalists have blocked obtaining that energy. As a result we are 
transferring the wealth of our nation overseas in exchange for energy.  

 The Democrat controlled Congress voted to allow offshore drilling for oil a short time ago as 
the anger of the American people rose with the cost of energy. Unfortunately the bill is just a 
farce base d on lies. Radical Nancy Pelosi, who controls the House, presented a 243 page bill to 
congressmen just a few hours before scheduling a vote. It allowed drilling for oil from 50 to 100 
miles offshore. No oil company will buy a lease or drill there, because 90% of the oil is within 50 
miles of the shore. Also, the bill still forbids any drilling at all off the coasts of California and 
Florida where most of the oil actually is located. At the same time, the bill raised taxes on 
energy so that the heating bill of every American would go up this winter if it is passed into law.  

 Our debt now drives our foreign policy. 

 When extremist Muslims murder Christians in Iraq or the Chinese send us lead filled toys and 
contaminated candy that harms our children, our government mildly complains. The reality is 
that the Federal government cannot do much to stop contaminated generic drugs from being 
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shipped from China or to stop the Saudis from sending hate filled school textbooks here either, 
because we can't offend the lenders. The United States is a debtor nation and cannot afford to 
offend those who lend to us. 

 We are transferring almost $700 billion a year to the Chinese and the Saudis to buy toasters at 
Wal-Mart and gas for our tanks. They then lend us back the money and we pay them interest 
on it. Exactly how long does this work before the nation is broke and totally the servant of the 
lenders? Leadership is needed now and it is not being displayed by Democrats or Republicans in 
the Congress. Rather than than make the hard decisions for long term gain, the Congress leans 
toward sending out checks to appease the peoples' appetite to buy contaminated Chinese 
made toys.  

THIS IS TRUE STUFF 

ARTIFICIAL EDUCATION: The state of Maine gave a test to about 15,000 eighth-graders to assess 
their writing skills, including their ability to form a logical position. When the state refused to 
release the results, a newspaper filed a Freedom of Information Act request and learned that 
78 percent of the kids failed, which was 50 percent more than failed the test the previous year. 
Maine's Department of Education explained the results were "inconclusive", and they discarded 
them because students reacted emotionally to the test. "Kids got ticked off at the [question]," 
explained Education Commissioner Susan Gendron, "so it was not an accurate reflection of 
their writing skills." The essay- based test asked the students to support or refute the 
statement, "Television may have a negative impact on learning." (Portland Press Herald) ...And 
their inability to form a logical position and refute that is proof that the test is flawed. Got it. 

RAPID RETRIBUTION: When he was kidnapped at gunpoint from a motel in Oldsmar, Fla., 
Gregory Longley, 20, had to go along with his captors: they were armed, and there were three 
of them. As they drove him down the street, Longley, in the back seat with one of the men, saw 
his captor put his gun on his lap so he could send a text message. Longley grabbed the gun and 
shot the man. He then shot the kidnaper in the front passenger seat, and then put the gun to 
the head of the driver and told him to stop. When he did, Longley bailed out. The 18-year-old 
driver was uninjured; the 17-year-old front-seat accomplice was hospitalized with non-life-
threatening injuries, and the back-seat 18- year-old gunman was killed. The three teens were 
seeking a man they had a dispute with, and grabbed Longley when they couldn't find him. 
(Tampa Tribune) ...The wrong man was the right man for the right job. 

ONE TRACK MIND: A visitor to Fargo, N.D., wanted to get his picture taken with a passing train. 
Jeffrey R. Lynch, 34, and two friends went around safety gates and the man posed with his back 
to the train. "He thought it'd be a better shot if he got a little bit closer," said police Sgt. Jeff 
Skuza, and took a step back. Lynch stumbled and got closer than he meant to: the train caught 
his back and tore at his shirt and pants. Police were called in when Lynch was helped back to his 
hotel. Skuza said Lynch wasn't seriously injured beyond a "bad case of train rash," and that 
alcohol "was a factor" in the incident. (Fargo Forum) ...Alcohol, we figured. What we want to 
know is, where's the resulting photo? 

THIS IS PROGRESS? A 10-year-old boy's pencil sharpener fell apart, and he kept the tiny blade 
that fell out so that he could continue sharpening his pencil. A teacher at Hilton Head Island 
International Baccalaureate Elementary School saw the blade and reported him to 
administrators; a vice principal called the sheriff to report the "crime". The responding deputy 
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declared there was "no criminal intent" and refused to file charges, noting the boy is "a very 
good student who has not been in any previous trouble." But the school suspended the 
unnamed fourth-grader, which was "warranted" based on the boy's "inappropriate behavior in 
the classroom" for possessing the blade, insists principal Jill McAden. A school spokesman said 
the school was stuck in the "precarious position" between the district's zero tolerance weapons 
policy and common sense, but later noted they did away with ZT in favor of a "broader, more 
nuanced approach" to discipline. (Hilton Head Island Packet) ...Maybe they can call it "no 
tolerance" to properly characterize the difference.  

WHOOPS – SORRY TO BRING UP THE HISTORICAL TRUTH STUFF 

Well, well when it appeared the Republicans were beating up on the poor the New York Times 
was quick to report it quoting the Dems and their compassion.  It seems the Republicans were 
right so where is the New York Times now? 

…  

Thought you may be interested in the following article reported in the New York Times five 
years ago. You won't hear this from the liberal media!!  

It seems that the Bush administration proposed increased oversight and regulation of Fannie 
and Freddie, but Democrats fought it.  

Here's the article:  

'The Bush administration today recommended the most significant regulatory overhaul in the 
housing finance industry since the savings and loan crisis a decade ago. Under the plan, 
disclosed at a Congressional hearing today, a new agency would be created within the Treasury 
Department to assume supervision of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, the government-sponsored 
companies that are the two largest players in the mortgage lending industry.  

The new agency would have the authority, which now rests with Congress, to set one of the 
two capital-reserve requirements for the companies. It would exercise authority over any new 
lines of business. And it would determine whether the two are adequately managing the risks 
of their ballooning portfolios.'  

Democrats pushed back.  

'Among the groups denouncing the proposal today were the National Association of Home 
Builders and Congressional Democrats who fear that tighter regulation of the companies could 
sharply reduce their commitment to financing low-income and affordable housing'. 

'These two entities, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, are not facing any kind of financial crisis', said 
Barney Frank of Massachusetts, the ranking Democrat on the Financial Services Committee.  

'The more people exaggerate these problems, the more pressure there is on these companies, 
the less we will see in terms of affordable housing.'  

Representative Melvin L. Watt, Democrat of North Carolina, agreed. 'I don't see much other 
than a shell game going on here, moving something from one agency to another and in the 
process weakening the bargaining power of poorer families and their ability to get affordable 
housing,' Mr. Watt said.  
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OBAMA-AYERS CONNECTION STUFF 

The Barack Obama William Ayers Connection: Chicago Annenberg Challenge, ACORN and More 

By Dick Morris 

Oct 8, 2008   

In the best tradition of Bill Clinton's famous declaration that the answer to the question of 
whether or not he was having an affair with Monica depended on "what the definition of is is," 
Obama was clearly splitting hairs and concealing the truth when he said that William Ayers was 
"just a guy who lives in my neighborhood." 

The records of the administration of the Chicago Annenberg 
Challenge (CAC) released last week by the University of Illinois 
show that the Ayers-Obama connection was, in fact, an intimate 
collaboration and that it led to the only executive or administrative 
experience in Obama's life. 

After Walter Annenberg's foundation offered several hundred 
million dollars to American public schools in the mid-'90s, William 
Ayers applied for $50 million for Chicago. The purpose of his 
application was to secure funds to "raise political consciousness" in 
Chicago's public schools. 

After he won the grant, Ayers' group chose Barack Obama to distribute the money. Between 
1995 and 1999, Obama distributed the $50 million and raised another $60 million from other 
civic groups to augment it. In doing so, he was following Ayers' admonition to grant the funds to 
"external" organizations, like American Community Organizations for Reform Now (ACORN), to 
pair with schools and conduct programs to radicalize the students and politicize them. 

Reading, math and science achievement tests counted for little in the ACA grants, but the 
school's success in preaching a radical political agenda determined how much money it got. 

Barack Obama should have run screaming at the sight of Ayers and his wife, Bernadette Dohrn. 
Ayers has admitted bombing the U.S. Capitol building and the Pentagon, and his wife was sent 
to prison for failing to cooperate in solving the robbery of a Brink's armored car in which two 
police were killed. Far from remorse, Ayers told The New York Times, in September 2001, that 
he "wished he could have done more." Ayers only avoided conviction when the evidence 
against him turned out to be contained in illegally obtained wiretaps by the FBI. He was, in fact, 
guilty as sin. 

That Obama should ally himself with Ayers is almost beyond understanding. The former 
terrorist had not repented his views, and the education grants he got were expressly designed 
to further them. 

So let's sum up Obama's Chicago connections. His chief financial supporter was Tony Rezko, 
now on his way to federal prison. His spiritual advisor and mentor was the Rev. Jeremiah 
Wright, of "God damn America" fame. And the guy who got him his only administrative job and 
put him in charge of doling out $50 million is Ayers, a terrorist who was a domestic Osama bin 
Laden in his youth. 

Even apart from the details of the Obama-Ayers connection, two key points emerge: 
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-- Obama lied and misled the American people in his description of his relationship with Ayers 
as casual and arm's length; and 

-- Obama was consciously guided by Ayers' radical philosophy, rooted in the teachings of leftist 
Saul Alinksy, in his distribution of ACA grant funds. 

Since Obama is asking us to let him direct education spending by the federal government and 
wants us to trust his veracity, these are difficulties he will have to explain in order to get the 
votes to win. 

Now that Obama is comfortably ahead in the polls, attention will understandably shift to him. 
We will want to know what kind of president he would make. The fact that, within the past 10 
years he participated in a radical program of political education conceptualized by an admitted 
radical terrorist offers no reassurance. 

Why did Obama put up with Ayers? Because he got a big job and $50 million of patronage to 
distribute to his friends and supporters in Chicago. Why did he hang out with Wright? Because 
he was new in town, having grown up in Hawaii and Indonesia and having been educated at 
Columbia and Harvard, and needed all the local introductions he could get to jumpstart his 
political career. Why was he so close to Rezko? Because he funded Obama's campaigns and 
helped him buy a house for $300,000 less than he otherwise would have had to pay. 

Not a good recommendation for a president.  

BUMPER STICKERS 

Here are some new bumper stickers making the rounds. They just get better and better! 
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NEWS FROM THE ROAD – A REPORTER’S REPORT STUFF 

From CBS News' Dean Reynolds:  

(NASHVILLE, TENN.) - After most of the previous 12 months covering Barack Obama's campaign 
for the presidency, it was interesting, instructive and, well, relaxing to follow John McCain for 
the last few days. The differences between the two are striking.  

Obama is the big time orator, McCain is the guy who struggles with a teleprompter or even 
note cards strategically placed nearby. Obama's crowds are larger, more enthusiastic. McCain's 
events are smaller, but to my eye, better choreographed. And now with the addition of Sarah 
Palin to some of his events, McCain can boast of crowds that match Obama's in energy.  

There is an urgency to the McCain campaign now that I don't think was there before. Due to the 
fact that he is running second, no doubt, but it may also be because McCain has a finishing kick. 
Whatever the case, he is sharper on the stump than he was before. (Though I would suspect a 
candidate running behind would want to schedule two or three appearances per day, instead of 
the one McCain usually does.)  

It is true that McCain enjoys taking questions from the audience in town hall-style settings. That 
doesn't mean he is the master of that kind of forum, it just means he's good at it. He likes to 
converse with voters. Obama does it well too, but seldom achieves that intangible bond with 
the people that all politicians crave -- or fake.  

Behind the scenes, where the public is not allowed, there are other differences.  

Obama's campaign schedule is fuller, more hectic and seemingly improvisational. The Obama 
aides who deal with the national reporters on the campaign plane are often overwhelmed, 
overworked and un-informed about where, when, why or how the candidate is moving about. 
Baggage calls are preposterously early with the explanation that it's all for security reasons.  

If so, I would love to have someone from Obama's campaign explain why the entire press corps, 
the Secret Service, and the local police idled for two hours in a Miami hotel parking lot recently 
because there was nothing to do and nowhere to go. It was not an isolated case.  

The national headquarters in Chicago airily dismisses complaints from journalists wondering 
why a schedule cannot be printed up or at least e-mailed in time to make coverage plans. Nor is 
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there much sympathy for those of us who report for a newscast that airs in the early evening 
hours. Our shows place a premium on live reporting from the scene of campaign events. But 
this campaign can often be found in the air and flying around at the time the "CBS Evening 
News with Katie Couric" is broadcast. I suspect there is a feeling within the Obama campaign 
that the broadcast networks are less influential in the age of the internet and thus needn't be 
accomodated as in the days of yore. Even if it's true, they are only hurting themselves by dissing 
audiences that run in the tens of millions every night.  

The McCain folks are more helpful and generally friendly. The schedules are printed on actual 
books you can hold in your hand, read, and then plan accordingly. The press aides are more 
knowledgeable and useful to us in the news media. The events are designed with a better eye, 
and for the simple needs of the press corps. When he is available, John McCain is friendly and 
loquacious. Obama holds news conferences, but seldom banters with the reporters who've 
been following him for thousands of miles around the country. Go figure.  

The McCain campaign plane is better than Obama's, which is cramped, uncomfortable and 
smells terrible most of the time. Somehow the McCain folks manage to keep their charter 
clean, even where the press is seated.  

The other day in Albuquerque, N.M., the reporters were given almost no time to file their 
reports after McCain spoke. It was an important, aggressive speech, lambasting Obama's past 
associations. When we asked for more time to write up his remarks and prepare our reports, 
the campaign readily agreed to it. They understood.  

Similar requests are often denied or ignored by the Obama campaign aides, apparently terrified 
that the candidate may have to wait 20 minutes to allow reporters to chronicle what he's just 
said. It's made all the more maddening when we are rushed to our buses only to sit and wait for 
30 minutes or more because nobody seems to know when Obama is actually on the move.  

Maybe none of this means much. Maybe a front-running campaign like Obama's that is focused 
solely on victory doesn't have the time to do the mundane things like print up schedules or 
attend to the needs of reporters.  

But in politics, everything that goes around comes 

WHAT POLITICS BOILS DOWN TO STUFF 

Thanks Roger 
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Kind of says it all doesn’t it 

MORE THIS IS TRUE STUFF 

OH, WILBUR! "It's not our usual call," said Banksville, N.Y., Assistant Fire Chief Bill Richardson. 
"Very rarely do you see a horse on a roof." But indeed that was their assignment: a resident 
called the fire department to help get a horse off his garage roof. The garage is next to a hill, 
and the horse apparently stumbled off the hill onto the roof. "The roof couldn't support the 
weight," Richardson said, causing its hooves to punch through the roof, so it was stuck. 
Firefighters called in a veterinarian, who sedated the horse. They then built a ramp and walked 
the horse down to the ground. When amazed onlookers asked Richardson how the horse got 
on the roof, he told them, "It was a flying horse." (White Plains Journal News) ...What, when he 
could have looked at them incredulously and asked, "Haven't you ever heard of a horsefly?"? 

POLITICALLY INCORRECT: Gerry Ritz, Canada's Federal Agriculture Minister, has apologized for 
his gallows humor after a breakout of listeria, which has been traced to contaminated cut 
meats and cheeses. "This is like a death by a thousand cuts -- or should I say cold cuts?" Ritz 
cracked during a conference call updating scientists and bureaucrats on the outbreak. When 
told of yet another death, this time on Prince Edward Island, he replied, "Please tell me it's 
[opposition M.P.] Wayne Easter." Ritz said his "couple of spur-of-moment offhand comments" 
were made during "a highly stressful time," but admitted his jokes "were tasteless and 
completely inappropriate." Easter has called for Ritz to resign. (Toronto Star) ...But where is the 
outrage of Ritz trying to take the jobs of news commentators and late night comedians? 

ALL DRESSED IN BLACK: "It does not creep me out at all," said Rachael Storm, 24, about her 
wedding. "I'm very accustomed to what he does." Her husband, Jason, 24, wanted to get 
married in the funeral home where he works. Some guests refused to attend until they were 
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assured there would be no caskets or bodies in sight. "For somebody who doesn't have a 
church, our facility fits [weddings] perfectly," said Tom Starks, owner of the Starks and 
Menchinger Family Funeral Home in St. Joseph, Mich. "We have the large chapel, the chairs, 
plenty of parking." But, he admitted, it was the first time anyone had actually held one there. 
(St. Joseph Herald Palladium) ...Huh: I thought most customers were dying to get in there. 

HOT PANTS: "A passerby called in and said the guy was out of his vehicle and his pants were on 
fire," said a police spokesman in York, Maine. The man, described as a redhead -- and only 
wearing boxer shorts because he had taken his pants off -- was gone by the time police and 
firefighters arrived. However, they found his pants beside the road, still smouldering. "We'd like 
to know what caused that," the officer said. (Portsmouth, N.H., Seacoast) ...All cops should be 
familiar with the type: it was obviously a liar, liar.  

ACORN GROUP FOR BARACK HUSSEIN OBAMA STUFF 

De-Fund ACORN, Republican Leader Insists 

Friday, October 10, 2008 

By Susan Jones, Senior Editor  

Processing voter registrations at the Board of Elections in Raleigh, N.C., Wednesday, Oct. 8, 
2008. (AP Photo/Gerry Broome) 

(CNSNews.com) - “All federal funding to ACORN must be stopped,” House Republican Leader 
John Boehner (R-Ohio) said on Thursday, amid a widening probe into voter registration fraud by 
the liberal group. 

Questionable or duplicate voter-registration forms submitted by the Association of Community 
Organizations for Reform Now, or ACORN, have turned up in as many as nine states, including 
so-called swing states. 

The “nonpartisan” community-organizer group works to recruit low-income, Democrat-leaning 
voters. Its national Web site says the group has registered 1.3 million people nationwide for the 
Nov. 4 election.  

“The latest allegations of voter registration fraud by ACORN are further evidence that this group 
cannot be trusted with another dollar of the taxpayers’ money,” Boehner said in a news 
release. 

Boehner is one of many people who believe the group has broken the law to promote its left-
wing agenda. He says it happened, even as ACORN received “millions” of taxpayer dollars 
through various federal programs and third-party groups. 

“House Republicans took at stand recently to cut off funding to an ACORN slush fund created by 
their *Democratic+ allies…but now more must be done,” Boehner said.   

The congressman's Web site notes that in the recently passed financial bailout package, 
Republicans “stripped out special-interest earmarks for trial lawyers, labor bosses and thinly-
veiled political organizations like ACORN that were included in the original deal struck between 
congressional Democrats and the Treasury Department."  

“The ACORN slush fund must be disbanded,” Boehner said. “Sources of federal funding through 
the Department of Housing and Urban Development or any other agency must be stopped. 
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Contracting for services between candidates for federal office and ACORN, as Senator Obama 
has done, must end. Now that the taxpayers own Fannie Mae, any funding from Fannie Mae’s 
nonprofit foundation to ACORN must stop.”  

On Tuesday, authorities in Nevada seized records from ACORN after finding fraudulent 
registration forms that included the starting lineup of the Dallas Cowboys. Bertha Lewis, interim 
chief organizer for ACORN, was quoted as calling the raid “a stunt that serves no useful 
purpose.” 

In April, eight ACORN workers in St. Louis city and county pleaded guilty to federal election 
fraud for submitting false registration cards for the 2006 election. U.S. Attorney Catherine 
Hanaway said the group submitted cards with false addresses and names, and forged 
signatures. 

The FBI plans to investigate the group. "It's a matter we take very seriously," FBI spokeswoman 
Bridget Patton told the Associated Press. "It is against the law to register someone to vote who 
does not fall within the parameters to vote, or to put someone on there falsely." 

At a campaign stop in Bethlehem, Pa., on Wednesday, supporters of John McCain interrupted 
his remarks Wednesday by shouting, "No more ACORN." 

Debbie Mesloh, spokeswoman for the Obama campaign in Missouri, told the Associated Press 
in an e-mailed statement that the campaign supports any investigation of possible fraud. 

Complaints of voter registration fraud have cropped up in Missouri, Wisconsin, New Mexico, 
Nevada and battleground states like Michigan, Ohio and North Carolina. 

“ACORN is proud of the work it does to help balance the American electorate and educate 
people from underrepresented communities to use their voting voices,” the group says on its 
Web site. 

Ties to Obama 

While the Obama campaign is trying to downplay its ties to ACORN, the Republican National 
Committee has issued a “fact sheet” playing up those ties. 

In 1992 Obama worked for Project Vote, ACORN’s voter-registration arm, the RNC says on its 
Web site. 

The Associated Press reported that in 1995, Obama was among a team of attorneys who 
represented ACORN in a lawsuit against the State of Illinois. ACORN sued the state for failing 
implement a federal law designed to make it easier for the poor people to register as voters. 

In 2001 and 2002 -- a time when Obama served on the board of directors of the The Woods 
Fund -- the Chicago ACORN received thousands  of dollars in grants from the Fund, the RNC 
says. 

And this year, ACORN’s political action committee endorsed Obama for president. 

According to an August 2008 report in the Pittsburgh Tribune Review, the Obama presidential 
campaign paid more than $800,000 to Citizens Services Inc. -- a subsidiary of ACORN.  

The Obama campaign later amended Federal Election Commission reports to show that Citizens 
Services Inc. did get-out-the-vote projects, not activities such as polling, advance work and 
staging major events as the campaign stated in FEC finance reports filed during the primary. 
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OBAMA’S PAYOFF TO UNIONS STUFF 

Obama's Payoff to Unions 

by Mark Skousen  

“We’re ready to play offense for organized labor. It’s time we had a president who didn’t 
choke saying the word ‘union.’ A president who strengthens our unions by letting them do 
what they do best: organize our workers. . . . I will make it the law of the land when I’m 
president of the United States. . . . ” ~ Barack Obama 

"We cannot be a party that strips working Americans of the right to a secret-ballot election." ~ 
George McGovern 

If Obama is elected president, which is highly likely according to the latest political futures 
market Intrade (now a 65% chance of winning), get ready for a unionized America and the end 
of the worker's right to a secret ballot.  

If he gets his way, Obama is ready to force millions of Americans into unions by eliminating, for 
all practical purposes, this fundamental American right.  

This betrayal of a bedrock principle of U.S. democracy can only mean one thing: America will go 
the way of Europe, i.e., highe r unemployment, slower GDP growth, a higher cost of living, and 
no new job creation. That’s the history of highly unionized states like Michigan. Since the end of 
World War II, America has steadily moved toward a more dynamic, flexible labor market, which 
has resulted in huge job creation and a higher standard of living for all workers. But -- if Obama 
and the unions have their way -- that is about to change.  

Obama is a strong supporter of the falsely-named “Employee Free Choice Act” (also known as 
the Card Check bill) sponsored by Ted Kennedy. It almost passed Congress this year and is 
certain to become law if Obama becomes president. Obama told the AFL-CIO this year, "I will 
make it the law of the land when I’m president of the United States." (President Bush has 
threatened to veto the legislation.) 

What’s so bad about the “Employee Free Choice Act”? The name is positively Orwellian: instead 
of preserving workers’ ability to make the decision to unionize by secret ballot, it does just the 
opposite. The bill makes it much easier to create a union at a business -- the union bosses can 
publicly pressure a majority of workers to sign union authorization cards (thus, the name “card 
check”). There is no secret ballot -- workers sign the cards in front of other employees and 
union leaders, and union officials keep the signed cards until they obtain the required number. 
Under the watchful eyes (and arm twisting) of union organizers, workers will be intimidated 
into signing.  

Union supporters deny that the secret ballot is eliminated. Once the union leaders are accepted 
as the exclusive bargaining agent for the workers, employees can then freely vote for or against 
the union in a secret ballot. 

The problem is that the card check process creates heavy peer pressure to support the union 
publicly, even if workers have misgivings privately. As the Wall Street Journal editorialized, 
"Unable to organize workers when employees can vote in privacy, unions want to expose those 
votes to peer pressure, and inevitably to public intimidation.”  
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Congressman John Klein (R-Minn.) has warned, “It is beyond me how one can possibly claim 
that a system whereby everyone -- your employer, your union organizer, and your co-workers -- 
knows exactly how you vote on the issue of unionization gives an employee 'free choice.’.... It 
seems pretty clear to me that the only way to ensure that a worker is 'free to choose' is to 
ensure that there's a private ballot, so that no one knows how you voted. I cannot fathom how 
we were about to sit there today and debate a proposal to take away a worker's democratic 
right to vote in a secret-ballot election and call it 'Employee Free Choice.'”  

The potential for abuse is enormous. Even long-time Democrat George McGovern is opposed to 
the Card Check bill: “To my friends supporting the Employee Free Choice Act, I say this: We 
cannot be a party that strips working Americans of the rig ht to a secret-ballot election. We are 
the party that has always defended the rights of the working class. To fail to ensure the right to 
vote free of intimidation and coercion from all sides would be a betrayal of what we have 
always championed.”  

Happily, Sen. McCain opposes the pro-union bill. “I am strongly opposed to H.R. 800, the so-
called Employee Free Choice Act of 2007. Not only is the bill's title deceptive, the enactment of 
such an ill-conceived legislative measure would be a gross deception to the hard-working 
Americans who would fall victim to it.”  

Business leaders should especially be alarmed about another aspect of H. R. 800. It gives unions 
the option to have federal arbitrators write the terms of a binding contract, setting wages, 
benefits, hours, work rules, and all other terms of employment if negotiations between the 
employer and union fail. And this contract has the force of law for two years. 

Bernard Marcus, co-founder of Home Depot, warns that this legislation is so harmful that it is 
nothing short of a “hostile takeover” of American business and will result in making the United 
States uncompetitive in the global world and will ship millions of jobs overseas: “When I asked 
CEOs if they had heard of this attack on principles that form the bedrock of our democracy -- 
secret ballots in elections -- only 7 out of 100 raised their hands. And yet, this plan has the 
potential to redraw the political and economic landscape of America. CEOs, and for that matter 
all Americans, need to know how this legislation would jeopardize our system of free 
enterprise.” 

FINAL THOUGHT STUFF 

Random Thoughts (as if I have any other)… 

…this election is turning out to be a fundamental shift in the American Presidential electoral 
process…it is no longer about substance much less ideas…it is about hatred…about an 
ignorance of America’s foundations…about a complete disregard of facts, experience, and 
values… 

…the Hollynuts are in HollyHeaven with their HollySavior… 

…oh well, let’s turn to something lighter…music…here is my “most listened to” list of late 
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…Sarah Palin?  They’ve been able to pretty much muzzle her... 

…Joe Biden has avoided putting his foot in his mouth... 

…John McCain is avoiding putting “most” folks to sleep… 

…Barack Hussein Obama continues to be hailed as the next great “what?”…more than a 
President…maybe even a god… 

... 

Thought for the day… 

Life is too short to wake up with regrets.   

So love the people who treat you right.   

Love the ones who don't just because you can.   

Believe everything happens for a reason.   

If you get a second chance, grab it with both hands.   

If it changes your life, let it.   

Kiss slowly.   

Forgive quickly.   

God never said life would be easy.  

He just promised it would be worth it. 

 

Reflectively Yours, 

Don 
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EXPLANATORY – YET POIGNANT - DISCLAIMER 

For those new to this mailing, this Stuff memo is an ongoing email that I periodically send out 
for no other reason than to synthesize all the "stuff" I read as well as express my views on the 
world in general and life in specific.  

It serves as an intellectual catharsis, an emotional catholicon, and a spiritual revivification.  

Bottom line, this is simply the way that I soothe the synapses.   

If you decide you don’t want to receive, simply reply with a “Thank You, No Thank You” and 
you’ll be removed from the mailing list. 


